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ABSTRACT 

 

The archetypal relationship between music and artes dicendi 

(grammar, rhetoric, dialectic) leads us to the reinterpretation of the contemporary 

terminology we use in musical analyses. After the disappearance of the rhetorical disciplines 

from the educational and philosophical systems, the 19th century combined Koch’s musical 

rhetoric and grammar into a single entity, musical structure, while the 20th century 

rediscovered rhetoric. Therefore: to what extent does music rely on rhetorical concepts 

nowadays? In rhetoric, the system used for the organization of arguments (form) is 

dispositio. Tropes and figures are rhetoric ornaments of style (elocutio) or – according to 

Johann Mattheson – elements that define elaboratio and decoration. The taxonomy of figures 

has preoccupied many important researchers, among them Burmeister (1601-6), Kircher 

(1650), Mattheson (1739) and Forkel (1788). From the meanings attributed to it by 

Quintilian (“any form in which thought is expressed” or “a rational change in meaning or 

language from the ordinary and simple form”), figure is now considered “a set of detailed 

discursive operations”, “a means of calling attention to the message, characteristic of the 

poetic function, ensuring the visibility of discourse” (T. Todorov), “a gap between sign 

and meaning” (G. Genette), outlining “the semantic space between figurative and literal” 

and carrying an “added meaning” due to its connotative value which “neutralizes 

vertically the linearity of the discourse” (O. Ducrot, J.-M. Schaefer). In structural analytical 

terms, the concept of musical figure has only come to the attention of form analysts during 

                                                           
 This paper was presented at the International Symposium of Musicology “Pitfalls and Risks in Intra-

Musical Communication: Terminology, Notation, Performance”, held under the auspices of the 10th 

edition of the Cluj Modern Festival, in April 2013.  
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the last century, being attributed two fundamental meanings (cf. Vasile Herman): that of 

cellular structure, carrying expressive latencies (cf. Valentin Timaru), and that of “unit of 

discourse [...] designating a relatively small rhythmic-melodic design, with little rhythmic 

and melodic emphasis and an increased propensity for repetition and sequencing” [1], 

playing a “connective role in the musical discourse” (cf. Valentin Timaru). In the context of 

this semantic ambiguity, our investigation will search for arguments for the harmonization 

of the terminological meanings. 

 

Keywords: terminology, rhetoric, musical forms, figure, cell 

 

 

1. Argument: about the historical perspective  

 

The prevailing ideas and practices in any of the music history 

periods (the Hegelian concept Zeitgeist) are “the result of the succession of 

generations”, says musicologist Carl Dahlhaus14, concerned with the 

dynamics of historical processes. Driven by this seemingly simple 

conclusion, we are opting – in our musicological endeavour – for the 

reinterpretation of certain concepts, notions or terms, beyond the apparent 

“freezing” of their meanings, because a structural approach requires the 

complementarity of a diachronic perspective.  

Current terminological practice, recorded diversely in relevant 

treatises and lexicons, also hides contradictory meanings of certain terms, 

such as “figure”. Defined and explained variously, sometimes in complete 

ignorance of the original meanings, figure seems to have lost its archetypal 

origins in artes dicendi, the metamorphosis of its rhetorical significances 

being therefore irrevocable. 

 

 

2. Current terminology in the structural theory of the musical form 

 

A selective presentation of the meanings of the term “figure” can 

reveal the senses that have been attributed to it.  

Thus, according to Sigismund Toduţă, figure is “the smallest, 

elementary particle, carrying the features of the future work in its latent 

state [...] in nuce, in its endogenous state." [21, p. 19 (footnote No. 1)] a 

definition that has undergone various reformulations: “tectonic-

                                                           
14 Carl Dahlhaus, Die Musik des 19. Jahrhunderts, 1989, apud [14, p. 81].  
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morphological value”, “the simplest articulation of musical creation”, 

“the first building block” (H. Degen), "a beginning, endowed with 

developmental potential (Fortspinnung), obtained under an additive-

tectonic principle.” [22, p. 86] The maestro from Cluj states very clearly: 

“we attribute [...] the same significance to the terms cell, submotif, motivic 

cell, motivic figure, as to the term figure”. Motif is defined as a 

“morphological building block consisting of figures”. [21, p. 19] 

The modern interpretation of the term in the context of its formal 

structure is, however, complemented by its old rhetorical meanings, since 

figure (ornamentum musicum) – like motif – is “an already outlined musical 

idea” [22, p. 86] (Helmuth Degen), “imbued with the significances of the 

expressive affect” (Arnold Schmitz). [22, p. 88]   

In Dicţionarul de genuri şi forme muzicale [Dictionary of Genres and 

Musical Forms] (1978) by Dumitru Bughici, there is no article on “figure”, 

but there is one on “figuration”, the term preferred being “cell”, 

synonymous with submotif, and understood as “the smallest musical unit 

in a structure, which has no complete musical meaning of its own yet”. 

[8, p. 65] 

In Dicţionarul de termeni muzicali [Dictionary of Musical Terms] 

(1984), two meanings of the term are distinguished. In a contemporary 

sense, figure is a “unit of the musical discourse, consisting of a relatively 

small melodic-rhythmic design (1/2 – 2 bars), characterized by little metric 

and rhythmic emphasis and by an increased propensity for repetition and 

sequencing”. It is also noted that in Baroque and Classicism, figure had 

“a pronounced underlying chordal structure”, as also sustained by Helmut 

Degen (Handbuch der Formenlehre), according to whom “figure contributes 

to the birth of polyphonic forms (canon, fugue)”, while “motif (and theme), 

carrying more harmonic weight, contributes to the birth of bi-thematic 

homophonic forms (sonata)”. The rhetorical figure (figurae musicae) 

preserves its meanings as “code of precisely configured melodic (as well as 

rhythmic and harmonic) twists, which, in the 17th and 18th centuries, 

especially in Germany, were connected to the musicality of the text, 

to the meaning of the word”.15 [1, pp. 212-213] 

                                                           
15 art. “figură” [figure] – Gheorghe Firca. 
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The same dictionary defines the cell as an ”intonational unit 

underlying the motif (Hugo Riemann)” or a „motivic subdivision 

characterized by its complete subordination to the motif.”16 [1, p. 108] 

The semantic duplicity also occurs in Vasile Herman’s view, who 

defines the musical figure17 [11, p. 46], as “the reunion of two, three or 

possibly more sounds that play, from case to case, different roles in the 

manner of composing the music”, having no independence of its own and 

two meanings: a “wide” one (“when it is part of some connecting passages 

or of passages with little expressive content”) and a “fundamental” one18 

(when the “expressive content” contributes to the “formation of the musical 

discourse”). [12, p. 40] Faithful to Helmuth Degen’s thinking, Herman 

considers the figure as “raw material” for the genres of the Middle Ages 

(polyphonic: motet, conductus, polyphonic Mass, praise) and of the 

Renaissance (motet, madrigal, chanson, instrumental canzone, ricercar, 

dances) [11, p. 48], falling within a preponderantly melodic thinking 

(monody and polyphony). Thus “the figural-cellular melody has an 

energetic nature and gives rise to a tectonic structure in the construction of 

form” (the Baroque monothematic fugue) [11, p. 59] The motif, the other 

“distinct entity with a formative or developmental value” [11, p. 46], is –

given its harmonic content – characteristic of Baroque, Classicism and 

Romanticism. 

The term “cell” also occurs in the phrase “motivic cell”, indicating 

the shortness of a motif that “has all the qualities of a motif19 [12, p. 42] 

and is developed accordingly”.20 [11, p. 46] 

Valentin Timaru takes the risks of an arbitrary differentiation of the 

meanings that he attributes to figure and cell.21 [20, pp. 33-34] 

Consequently, the cell becomes a “micro unit of musical morphology 

carrying expressive latencies, due to a characteristic interval or to a 

particular rhythmic / rhythmic-melodic formula”, which “contains the 

ability to generate the evolution of a subsequent musical discourse” 

[19, p. 17], while the figure is a “micro unit of musical morphology, 

                                                           
16 art. “celulă” [cell] – Speranța Rădulescu. 
17 which “entered the sphere of interest of form analysts only in our century [the 20th century]”. 
18 a perfectly justified polysemy, given the division of rhetorical figures into schemes and tropes.  
19 Herman establishes “three conditions for establishing the motif: melody, rhythm and harmony”.  
20 e.g. Beethoven, Sonata op. 31 No. 3, p. I. 
21 “figure is correlated with musical rhetoric” ... “in this case our remark that figure has no expressive 

latency is at least debatable if not risky...”. 
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reduced in size, consisting of a specific rhythmic or rhythmic-metric design, 

which  asserts (or valorizes) itself most often through repetition” and has 

no “expressive latencies in itself”. [19, p. 28] A suggestive comparison 

delimitates the figure (“a musical syllable”), the cell (“expression in the 

making”) and the motif (“a musical phrase”). [18, pp. 41, 48, 54] 

Other semantic approaches to the concepts under discussion either 

bypass the term “figure”, prioritizing the morphological elements in 

ascending sequence: cells – submotifs – simple motif22 [17, p. 54] – 

compound, composite motifs [17, p. 61] (Livia Teodorescu-Ciocănea), 

or keep their legitimate connections with rhetoric, defining the figures as 

“(those) means of decoration, of elaboration of a discourse based on an 

intentional affective representation, of adding dramatic musical tension to 

poetic words and concepts”, “basic units, building blocks, vocabulary 

elements”, “ integral parts of decoratio [...] theorized and considered at a 

given moment as essential for musical composition” [16, pp. 83-84] 

(Valentina Sandu-Dediu). 

Figure is sometimes equated with motif23 [3, p. 69] (Oxford 

Dictionary of Musical Terms), or acquires – in the interpretation of one of the 

most trusted bibliographic musicological sources (The New Grove Dictionary 

of Music and Musicians) – meanings that are dependent on size or melodic 

connotations. Thus, the figure becomes a short melodic idea having a 

particular identity of rhythm and contour, often used repetitively or in 

conjunction with other such ideas to build a larger melodic idea or a 

theme.24 [6] Conversely, motif – often a subdivision of the theme or phrase 

which maintains its identity as an “idea” – may be connoted by the term 

“figure” (with melodic contour) or “cell” (subdivision of motif).25 [6] 

                                                           
22 motif being defined as “the smallest structural unit with independent musical sense”  
23 Figure = “A brief, easily distinguishable melodic or rhythmic motif, which may be as long as a few 

bars or as short as two notes. It may form the basis for the construction of a piece or movement.” 
24 art. “Figure (ii)” (William Drabkin): Figure = “A short melodic idea having a particular identity of rhythm 

and contour, often used repetitively or in conjunction with other such ideas to build a larger melodic idea or a 

theme. Thus it belongs to the category of musical ideas commonly called motifs.” 
25 art. “Motif, motive” (William Drabkin): Motif = “A short musical idea, melodic, harmonic, rhythmic, 

or any combination of these three. A motif may be of any size, and is most commonly regarded as 

the shortest subdivision of a theme or phrase that still maintains its identity as an idea. It is most 

often thought of in melodic terms, and it is this aspect of motif that is connoted by the term ‘figure’. 

Thus, for example, in the opening theme of Beethoven’s Sonata in E op.109, a case could be argued 

for either half a bar or one bar constituting a motif, though the latter interpretation would probably 

be favoured by most listeners, since the two pairs of notes together form an identifiable contour; the 

two-note members might then be called ‘cells’” [emphasis added]. 
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In conclusion: 

- the following relationships can be established between motif and figure: 

 
M > F figure is a 

component 

part of the 

motif  

Toduţă  

Herman  

Timaru  

Teodorescu-Ciocănea  

M = F motif is (can 

be) equated 

with figure  

Oxford Dictionary of Musical Terms  

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 

Musicians 

if the profile is 

melodic 

 

 - the following relationships can be established between figure and cell: 

 
F = C figure and cell 

are synonymous 

Sigismund Toduţă idem: submotif, motivic cell, motivic 

figure 

F  C figure carries 

“expressive 

content”  

Herman also mentioned are: 

“figural-cellular melody”, “motivic 

cell” 

(F) / C the term “figure” 

is missing 

Dumitru Bughici  

Livia Teodorescu-

Ciocănea 

“cells - submotifs – simple motif – 

composite motifs” 

F / (C) the term “cell” is 

missing 

Oxford Dictionary of 

Musical Terms 

Figure = “A brief, easily 

distinguishable melodic or rhythmic 

motif… 

F ≠ C figure is “an 

already outlined 

musical idea” 

Helmuth Degen  

figure is “imbued 

with the 

significances of 

the expressive 

affect” 

Arnold Schmitz  

figures are 

“means of 

decoration, of 

elaboration of a 

discourse based 

on an intentional 

affective 

representation” 

Valentina Sandu-Dediu “basic units, building blocks, 

vocabulary elements” 
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figure carries no 

“expressive 

latencies in 

itself” 

Valentin Timaru figure = “musical syllable”, cell = 

“expression in the making”, motif = 

“musical phrase” 

a (melodic) 

figure can be 

considered as 

motif; a cell is a 

subdivision of a 

motif 

[there is no 

article assigned 

to the term 

“cell”] 

The New Grove 

Dictionary of Music and 

Musicians 

figure = “a term which stands for the 

interrelationship between rhetorical 

figures of speech and analogous 

musical figures” 

 

It should be noted that French musicology operates with the notion 

of “cell” (cellule = la plus petite unité indivisible [4]), while German 

musicology is firmly anchored in the rhetorical meanings of “figure”.26 [2] 

 

 

3. A diachronic excursion: structural and historical mutations of the 

rhetorical concepts – figure 

 

Polymnia, the muse of rhetoric, was also a protector of music. 

Boethius, Cassiodorus and Isidorus from Sevilla divided the seven liberal 

arts (septem artes liberales) into trivium (grammar, rhetoric and dialectic) 

and quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, music and astronomy), which were 

succinctly described in the medieval mnemotechnic verses: “Gramm 

loquitur, Dia verba docet, Rhet verba colorat, Mus canit, Ar numerat, 

Geo ponderat, Ast colit astra”. The relationship between music and artes 

dicendi (grammar, rhetoric, dialectic) is archetypal, music being understood 

as “judgement by speculation (speculatione) or by reason [...] of melodies 

and rhythms, of the various kinds of songs and lyrics”. Poetry was, 

therefore, part of the music (as it was appealing to the ear, by way of 

recitation), while those who are engaged in the musical art fall into three 

categories: “those who perform on instruments, […] those who compose 

                                                           
26 see art. “Figuren, Musikalisch-rhetorische” (Arnold Schmitz) 
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songs, and the third of those who judge instrumental performance and 

song”.27 

Regarding the relationship between rhetoric and music, the following 

moments are worth noting in our opinion:  

(1) Ars subtilior (stylistic trend of the late 14th century) and the 

documents in Chantilly Codex, highly elaborate works in terms of musical 

notation, including compositions by Johannes Ciconia (c.1370-1412) and 

Baude Cordier (c.1380-1440).28 

(2) The works of Guillaume Dufay (1397-1474), whose motets are 

“examples of virtuosity in «numerical composition», integrated into the 

vast, intricate tradition of musical encodings”. [16, p. 54] 

(3) Musica figurata, illustrated by Jean Ockeghem (c. 1410-1497) and 

by the composers of the Early Flemish School.29 [6] 

(4) Musica reservata30, represented by Josquin Desprez 

(c.1450/5-1521)31 [6] and Orlando di Lasso (“undoubtedly the greatest 

master of musical oration”32 [6]). 

(5) The text/music relationship in the works of Heinrich Schütz 

(1585-1672). 

(6) The function of the Protestant choral, which “had to have the 

persuasive force of a prayer”33 [1]. 

(7) The works of J. S. Bach.  

All these significant stages mark the penetration of the rhetorical 

figures of vocal music into instrumental music. 

                                                           
27 Boethius, De Institutione musica. 
28 but also by Guillaume de Machaut (c. 1300-1377), the representative of Ars Nova. 
29 art.: “Figural, figurate, figured” (Michael Tilmouth). 
30 “Rather a semantic concept”, characterized by “surprising modulations, intense chromatics (at visual 

level as well), enharmonic style, harmonic procedures of musica ficta, intentional contrapuntal 

artificiality, eccentric-mannerist features, refined representation of the affects and images contained 

in certain words of the text” [added emphasis], which “continues the ideas of Ars subtilior”. 

Cf. [16, pp. 62-64]. The term occurs in documents dated between 1552 (Adrianus Petit Coclico, 

Compendium musices), 1555 (Nicola Vicentino, L'antica musica ridotta alla moderna prattica) and 1625 

(Joachim Thuringus, Opusculum bipartitum de primordiis musicis) Cf. [6] art.: “Musica reservata (i)” 

(Albert Dunning). 
31 art.: “Figural, figurate, figured” (Michael Tilmouth). 
32 art.: “Rhetoric and music” (Blake Wilson, George J. Buelow, Peter A. Hoyt). 
33 art. “figură” [figure] (Gheorghe Firca). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johannes_Ciconia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baude_Cordier
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Starting from the paradigm of Johannes Tinctoris (c. 1435-1511), 

Complexus effectum musices (1475), which was the first treatise devoted 

entirely to the effects of music, it may be relevant in terms of the concepts 

used to mention the treatises on rhetoric written between the 16th and 

18th century.  

Thus: 

(i) In the early half of the 16th century, Nikolaus Listenius (1510-?), 

author of the treatise Musica (1537), added, along with musica theoretica and 

musica practica, the syntagm musica poetica, by which he meant instruction 

in composition.34 [6] 

(ii)  Joachim Burmeister (1564-1629) drew up the most 

comprehensive classification of musical rhetorical figures (between 

22 and 26), in the works: Hypomnematum musicae poeticae (1599), 

Musica autoschediastikē (1601) and Musica poetica (1606). It should be noted 

that besides having an expressive role, the figures were also elements of 

musical construction. Burmeister was the first to analyze music according 

to rhetorical criteria (applied to the motet for 5 voices În me transierunt irae 

tuae35, published by Orlando di Lasso, in 1562).36 [6] 

(iii)  Johannes Lippius (1525-1612), who still thought of music as an 

art of the quadrivium, in his treatise Synopsis musicae nova (1612) raised 

composition to the rank of rhetorical art37 [6], considered to be the basis of 

form and structure.38 [6] 

(iv)  Without also  including here the treatise by Michael Praetorius 

(1571-1621), Syntagma Musicum (1614-1620), whose fourth volume, 

devoted to composition, remained unfinished, we will focus on the 

compendium Musurgia universalis (1650), in which Athanasius Kircher 

(1601-1680) summarizes the German and Italian compositional practices 

during the 16th and 17th centuries, introduces the concept of musica pathetica 

among the rhetorical elements and describes the affective nature of music.39 

[6] 

                                                           
34 art.: “Listenius” (Klaus W. Niemöller, Egbert Hiller). 
35 this motet was also mentioned by Johannes Keppler (1571-1630), in Harmonices mundi libri V (1619). 

Cf. [31]  
36 art.: “Rhetoric and music” and [15, p. 312].  
37 art.: “Lippius” (George J. Buelow). 
38 art.: “Analysis” (Ian D. Bent, Anthony Pople). 
39 art.: “Kircher” (George J. Buelow). 
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(v)  Johann Gottfried Walther (1684-1748) is the author of a 

compilation of the most important treatises of the 17th century, Praecepta der 

musicalischen Composition (1708) – whose second part, Musicae poeticae, 

includes detailed explanations on the musical-rhetorical figures used 

in composition –, and of the first important German dictionary, 

Musicalisches Lexicon (Leipzig, 1732), including over 3000 musical terms.40 

[6] 

(vi) Johann Mattheson (1681-1764), in Der vollkommene Capellmeister 

(1739), proposes a rhetorical interpretation of composition, which can be 

structured according to the rules of the art of persuasion: inventio, dispositio 

(arrangement of the musical ideas), decoratio / elaboratio / elocutio, 

pronuntiatio (interpretation). Dispositio (“the most important stage”) 

was divided into: exordium (introduction), narratio (narration of facts), 

divisio/propositio, confirmatio, confutatio (refutation of counterarguments), 

peroratio.41 [6] 

(vii)  IInn Allgemeine Geschichte der Musik (1788-1801) – a philosophical, 

aesthetic and rhetorical approach to music –, Johann Nikolaus Forkel (1749 

1818) relates musical expression to the mental and perceptive development 

of man, called Empfindung (sensation, emotion, feeling), while rhetoric 

(and hence figure) has the role of channelling feelings into a musical 

composition.42 [6] 

 

 

4. The change of paradigm: the formal theory of music 

 

The brief insight into the history of musical rhetoric leads us to raise 

a justified question: when were the meanings of the term “musical figure”43 

diverted from the semantic depths of rhetoric to the arid formal meaning of 

“building block”? 

                                                           
40 art.: “J. G. Walther” (George J. Buelow) and [26]. 
41 art.: “Analysis” (Ian D. Bent, Anthony Pople) and “Rhetoric and music” (Blake Wilson, George J. 

Buelow, Peter A. Hoyt). Certain Romantic composers preserved the structure proposed by 

Mattheson (see: Schumann, Symphony No. 1, 4th Movement, and Liszt, Piano Sonata in B minor).  
42 art.: “Kircher” (George J. Buelow). 
43 (Ger. Figurenlehre), a term coined by the German musicologists Arnold Schering, Heinz Brandes, 

H. H. Unger and Arnold Schmitz ([6] art. “Figures, theory of musical” – George J. Buelow). 
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(1) The answer seems to be found in the treatise Grundregeln zur 

Tonordnung insgemein44 (“Fundamentals of Tonal Order in General”45), 

written in Regensburg and published in Frankfurt and Leipzig in 1755, 

by Joseph Riepel (1709-1782), Austrian theorist, composer and violinist. 

[15, pp. 50, 170-171, 176] 

Concerned to provide a method of composition, Riepel adopted the 

Fuxian colloquial style and format of the dialogue between master and 

student, using a method based on ars combinatoria and ars permutatoria, 

previously used by Mersenne and Kircher, based on which a circular 

system of tonalities was established.46 [6] Studying the minuet and the 

symphony as basic genres, Riepel describes the 8-bar articulation 

(equivalent to a period), as divisible into two four-bar phrases47, 

which became the standard. In the musical phrase syntax he identifies 

figures (Germ. Figur), a term by which “he denotes not a melodic, rhythmic 

or contrapuntal configuration invested with rhetorical meaning, but rather, 

in terms of modern analysis, micro units of formal construction”, 

“the smallest formal unit”, “a synonymous meaning with motif”. 

[15, p. 176] Far from the meanings of the traditional Figurenlehre, Riepel 

identifies four types of figures: Singer, Läufer, Rauscher and Springer.48 

The Austrian theorist thus becomes “a forerunner of the modern formal 

conception in music”. [23] 

(2) Riepel’s writings influenced Heinrich Christoph Koch 

(1749-1816), who was the most important theorist of his time. He stood at 

the crossroads of two worlds: the rhetorical world and the formal-analytical 

one. In a similar position had been, before him, Johann Philipp Kirnberger 

(1721-1783), Bach’s student, who had regarded Rhythm (in Die Kunst des 

reinen Satzes in der Musik, 1771-1779) as a melodic-harmonic structure 

organized into: Periode (period), Abschnitt (sections, the equivalent of 

phrase), Einschnitte (incisions), Glieder (elements), articulated by Cäsuren 

(caesuras). [23]    

                                                           
44 the second part of an ample treatise entitled Anfangsgründe zur musicalischen Setzkunst: nicht zwar nach 

alt-mathematischer Einbildungs-Art der Zirkel-Harmonisten sondern durchgehends mit sichtbaren Exempeln 

abgefasset, in 10 volumes (1752-1786). 
45 translated into Romanian by Haiganuş Preda-Schimek [15, p. 50].  
46 art.: “Listenius” (Klaus W. Niemöller, Egbert Hiller). 
47 Haiganuş Preda-Schimek translates the term “Grundabsatz as “propoziţie de bază” [tonic phrase] and 

Änderungsabsatz as “propoziţia schimbătoare [non-tonic phrase]”, and considers the articulation as an 

“eight-bar phrasic section”. Cf. [15, pp. 171, 176].  
48 “singing longer notes”, “running figuration”, “noisy or active figuration”, “leaping intervals”. [23]. 
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Author of a three-volume treatise (Versuch einer Anleitung zur 

Composition, Rudolstadt and Leipzig, 1782, 1787, 1793) and of a lexicon 

(Musikalisches Lexikon, 1802), Koch was interested in the analogy between 

music and language, being one of the last defenders of the theory of affects. 

He was also concerned with the logic of the phrase, considering that 

music has grammar and punctuation, the melody being divisible into 

periods, phrases or sections (Absatz) and the smallest segments 

(Einschnitt, “incisions”), the last of which are synonymous with motif. 

[15, pp. 52, 82, 92, 96] 

In Musikalisches Lexikon, Koch gives the following definition of a 

figure: “a group of sounds resulting from the division of a main melodic 

note into notes with different smaller values (diminutions) or from adding 

several auxiliary notes to the main note, over the same harmonic basis.”49 

Figure, though not entirely consistent with the meanings given by Riepel, 

acquires the role of a “building block of musical composition”. [11, p. 46] 

(3) Antoine Reicha (1770-1836), Czech composer and theorist who 

worked in France and Austria, liberated music from the conventions of the 

theory of affects and promoted the periodicity of phrases, using in his 

treatises (Traité de mélodie, 1814, Traité de haute composition musicale, 1824-26), 

phrases or terms such as: melodic phrasing, motif, première idée mère 

(first theme of a sonata form) and dessin (drawing, image), which 

“corresponds to Riepel’s figure and to Koch’s section (Einschnitt)”. 

[15, p. 173] 

Reicha gave one of the first descriptions of the sonata and rondo-

sonata forms.50 [6] 

During the same period, composer, pianist and teacher Johann 

Bernhard Logier (1777-1846) introduced the German equivalent term for 

“musicology”, in the volume System der Musikwissenschaft und der 

praktischen Komposition (1827).51 [6] 

(4) Ernst Theodor Amadeus Hoffmann (1776-1822) preserved an 

emotional vision of music, but in his articles published in Allgemeine 

musikalische Zeitung he used the term “figure”. 

                                                           
49 “Figur. Eine aus Auflösung melodischer Hauptnoten in Noten von verschiedenem geringerem 

Werthe (Diminutionen), oder aus Anschluss mehrerer Nebennoten an eine Hauptnote auf einer und 

derselben harmonischen Grundlage, entstandene Tongruppe“. 
50 art.: “A. J. Reicha” (Peter Eliot Stone). 
51 art.: “J. B. Logier” (David Charlton, Michael Musgrave). 
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(5) Adolf Bernhard Marx (1795-1866), in his extensive treatise 

Die Lehre von der musikalischen Komposition (4 vol., 1837–8, 1845, 1847), 

liberated music from the conventions of the theory of affects, being thought 

to have “coined and theorized on the term of sonata form”.52 [6] He was the 

first to introduce the term “motif” in the list of musical forms53 (defined as a 

sound structure, “Tongestalt”), considered as the “germ of movement” 

[15, p. 93], endowed with developmental virtues.  

(6) Composer and flutist Johann Christian Lobe (1797-1881) 

considered (in his treatise Kompositionslehre, 1844) that the period is divided 

into sections (Abschnitte), which in turn are divided into motifs, i.e. minimal 

segments sometimes lacking a significant profile, but having a 

developmental character.  

(7)  In his treatise on musical aesthetics Vom musicalisch-Schönen 

(1854), Eduard Hanslik (1825-1904) rejects programmatism and the theory 

of affects and believes that beauty is based on purely sonorous features, 

through the coincidence of form and content. 

(8) Hugo Riemann (1849-1919), one of the founders of modern 

musicology, author of the famous Musik-Lexikon (Leipzig, 1882), 

is concerned with the character of tonalities (Über das musikalische Hören, 

1873), but also gives the definition of phrase, theme and motif 

(Musikalische Syntaxis: Grundriss einer harmonischen Satzbildungslehre, 

Leipzig, 1877). In Riemann's interpretation, the motif, despite its potential 

to develop the musical discourse, is a minimal unit thereof.    

(9) Hugo Leichtentritt (1874-1951), famous musicologist and 

Händel’s biographer [13], conventionally concludes the list of works of 

major importance for the evolution of formal thinking, with the work 

Musikalische Formenlehre (Leipzig, 1911). 

 

 

5. In search of the lost meanings: nuances and suggestions 

 

In the extra-musical contemporary theoretical works, figure came to 

be considered as a “set of detailed discursive operations”, „a means of 

calling attention to the message, characteristic of the poetic function, 

ensuring the visibility of discourse” (T. Todorov), “a gap between sign and 

                                                           
52 art.: “A. B. Marx” (Sanna Pederson). 
53 Hugo Riemann, Elements d’Esthétique, Paris, 1906, p. 187, apud [15, p. 94].  
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meaning” (G. Genette), outlining the “semantic space between figurative 

and literal” and carrying an “added meaning” through its connotative 

value that “neutralizes vertically the linearity of the discourse” (O. Ducrot, 

J.-M. Schaefer). [10, p. 377] 

We therefore propose that the two terms, cell and figure, keep their 

relative synonymy, in the spirit of the terminology used by Toduţă. 

In an analytical sense, cell, a term derived from biology, will be understood 

as the smallest morphological entity, carrying potential to develop the 

musical discourse54, a component of motif, while figure will remain rooted 

to its rhetorical tradition and be used as a morphological element with 

implied semantic latencies, with a significant role in the aesthetic analysis 

and in tailoring the specificity of the musical message. The two terms will 

necessarily refer to the same sound entity, though in different contexts and 

with different purposes. 

 

 

6. Instead of conclusion 

 

Hans-Heinrich Eggebrecht (1919-1999), one of the foremost 

musicologists of the 20th century, author of important works 

(including: Studien zur musikalischen Terminologie, 1955, Das Handwörterbuch 

der musikalischen Terminologie, 1970 and Zur Methode der musikalischen 

Analyse, 1972), draws our attention to the historical nature of the 

terminology and stresses the importance of knowing the etymology of the 

terms: “a clearer understanding of a term can be attained by tracing its use 

and development”. [15, pp. 165-168] 
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